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BEHIND GERMAN
DREADNOUGHTS.

By R. B. SUTHERS.

Look at Germany ! Germany is the most pro-
sperous nation on earth. Germany has made more
rapid industrial progress than any other country.
Germany's trade, home and foreign, increases by
leaps and bounds. Germany's power and influence
in the world are growing enormously. Germany's
Navy will soon be as big as the biggest. Germany's
Army is invincible. Germany is a "menace."
We know these things. We have been told

them so often that we are tired of hearing them.
Are they tniey and if so, why are they so?
Why is Germany so prosperous ? Why is Ger-

many progressing so rapidly ? Why is Germany
a "menace " ?

Our Tariff Reformers tell us that Germany is

prosperous because of her Protective Tariff. They
tell us that Germany progresses rapidly because of
her Protective Tariff. They tell us that Germany
is a "menace" because of her Protective Tariff.

The German people are cleaner and neater-look-

ing- than the British. The German people are better

clothed than the British. German towns are hand-
somer and healthier than British towns.

Germany has few slums. We have many. Ger-
I



many has few stunted, ragged, anaemic city

dwellers. We have many. Germany has no gutter
children. We have many. Germany has few un-
employed. We have many.

These are the kind of facts continually dinned
into our ears about Germany, and the one reason
given for German superiority and progress is always
—her Protective Tariff.

Is it true that Protection accounts for all German
progress and superiority ?

German trade and wealth have increased by leaps
and bounds during the last thirty years, under
fiscal system of Protection. But have not British

trade and wealth increased by leaps and bounds ?

As a matter of fact, our own progress in wealth
has been enormous. The National annual income
has, since 1885, increased by 50 per cent. We have
added ;£^6oo millions to our yearly product. Wealth
has been created in abundance. Why, then, have we
so many poor, so many half-starved and stunted
citizens, so many unemployed, so many slums, so
much more dirt, and misery, and wretchedness
than Germany?
Germany is a much poorer country than Great

Britain, measured by her accumulated wealth and
by her annual income.
Our accumulated wealth is estimated at ;^ 1 6,000

millions, Germany's at ;^ 10,000 millions. Our
annual income is about ;^i,8oo millions, Germany's
is about ;£"i,300 millions. But Germany's popu-
lation is 62 millions. Ours is only 44 millions.

Why, then, are the mass of German people com-
paratively so much better off ?

We have the superiority in wealth. It does not
matter whether the wealth is made under Free
Trade or Protection. It is made. Our people
ought to be better off than the Germans. If they are

not, it is plain that they do not get the wealth. And
that is the fact.

The reason the mass of Germans are compara-
tively so much better off than the mass of British is

not because they have the advantage of a Protective

Tafiffj but because of the more equitable distribution of
German wealth.



The reason why so many are foor and miserable
in Great Britain is not lack of wealth in the country

y

but the grossly unfair system of distribution^ which
gives nearly £600 millions a year, one-third of our
total income^ to 2^0,000 persons.
To tell the masses that Protection would bring

them prosperity is, then, simply dishonest. Under
any fiscal system millions of our people would be
poor, and anaemic, and wretched, because our
system of distribution is unjust.

It is not altogether a question of the weekly wages
received by the workers in coin. There are other
ways of distributing wealth. Look at Germany

!

Germany has a Protective Tariff, but Germany has
many other institutions which our Tariff Reformers
never mention, or mention only to condemn. It is

to these other institutions that Germany's prosperity
is largely due. They are institutions which prove
the existence in Germany of a sense of national
unity and responsibility, a feeling of patriotism
and love of country which is hard to find at home.
Even the well-to-do and rich love their country in

Germany. The rich in Great Britain seem to love
every other country but their own.
Look at Germany! We know all about her

tariff. Let us look at some of her methods of distri-

buting wealth and fostering patriotism, and then ask
ourselves whether these methods are not more re-

sponsible for the superior condition of the German
people than her tariff.

But first, it is only fair to point out that the

Millennium has not yet arrived in Germany. Ger-
man towns are not all Garden Cities* German
workers are not all millionaires. German sausage
is not all beef.

German skilled workers in the factories and work-
shops do not earn nearly so much as British workers,

about 83s. to IOCS., they work longer hours, about
II per cent, (no Saturday half-holiday), and they

pay 15 per cent, more for food, fuel, and housing.

As for the German rural workers, the condition

of millions is pitiable. They are housed in hovels,

paid starvation wages, and worked like galley

slaves.



Again, are there no unemployed in Germany?
In November, 1908, a member of the German Parlia-

ment asserted that there were 420,000 unemployed.
Another blot on Germany's progress is the awful

infantile mortality. Out of two million children
born per year, over 400,000 die before they reach
the age of one year. Such a death-rate speaks
eloquently of insanitary conditions, poverty, and
ignorance. A hundred years ago the infantile

death-rate was 25 per cent. less.

I mention these facts, not to depreciate the social

progress of the German workers, but to emphasise
rather German thoroughness and common sense in

recognising and grappling with the problems these
and similar facts involve.

It must be remembered that Germany, as a
modern industrial nation, is a mere stripling com-
pared with Great Britain. Yet we have to go to
Germany to learn how to solve social and industrial
problems, which we ought to have solved long

In factory legislation, Germany beats us; in

municipal ownership and management, Germany
beats us hollow; in the care and education of
children (not infants), Germany shames us ; in pro-
vision for sickness and accident, Germany leads us

;

and in State industries Germany is first and we are
nowhere.

It is in these departments of the national life

that we must look for the rapid social and industrial

advance of, at any rate, the town populations of
Germany, not in the fiscal system.

Gerjnany would have done these things under a
Free Trade System. They are not an outcome of
tariffs, but of German common sense and humanity
and patriotism. Having the means Germany
would have done them under any system. And
we ?

Our inept ruling classes think to hold Germany in

check (supposing Germany has dishonourable inten-

tions towards us) by building "Dreadnoughts.'*
"More 'Dreadnoughts,'" they shriek, and they
whisper, "Then we can stifle social reform."
Allow me to point out that Germany does botk^
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Germany builds "Dreadnoughts," and men
and women, and clean cities.

If Germany and Britain should ever come to
grips, which heaven forbid ! the issue will not
depend on "Dreadnoughts," but on the general
health and efficiency of the peoples at war, and in

ten or twenty years from now Germany will beat
us hollow in this department of national life.

Unless—unless our rulers grow some brains.

Cast your eye over a few facts.

The National Debt of Great Britain is ^^760
millions. The National Debt of Germany is £tT2
millions; Great Britain, £17 6s. per head; Germany
only £\2 5s. per head.
We pay interest, in the shape of taxes, on all our

debt. What of Germany ?

Of Germany's debt ^^^325 millions is owing for
the nationalisation of the railways. These railways
could be sold to-day to private enterprise for

ii"i,000 millions, 7nore than enough to fay off the
whole National Debt.
The German Government own railways, lands,

forests, mines, breweries, and many other under-
takings, of the total value of ;^i,500 millions. They
make a profit of ;£'6o millions a year, which relieves

taxation to that amount.
What assets have we against the National Debt ?

Where is our £60 millions annual profit on State
undertakings ? Do you ever hear a Tariff

Reformer advocating national ownership of land,
railways, breweries, forests, and mines ? No.
Tariff Reformers (and Free Traders) tell you State

ownership never fays. They do not want all the

German system. They only want that part of it,

the tariff, which increases rent and profits.

Thanks to these profits on State-owned industries

the German's taxes are about half ours. He can
stand tariff taxes under these conditions. So might
we. But our rich tariff patriots want to get extra
"Dreadnoughts" out or the pockets of the poor
through a tariff which would increase rents and
profits, and give the poor nothing. National in-

dustries ! Socialism ! Confiscation ! Robbery

!

The German ruling classes have some sense of
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honour. They are willing to pay their share for the
big Navy.
Look at the scale of proposed taxation in Prussia

to meet the growing expenditure

:

The amount of taxation on incomes, as officially

proposed, is :

Five per cent. (is. in the £) on ;£^350 to ;6^400.

Ten per cent on ;£'400 to ^^525.
Fifteen per cent, on £^^^5 to £1^02^.
Twenty per cent, on ;£'i,025 to £iy^2^.
Twenty-five per cent, on any income over ;£"i,525.

Now imagine the howl that would go up from
our patriotic Tariff Reformers {or Free Traders) if

anyone proposed a 25 per cent, tax on incomes over

The German ruling classes saw that national
railways would be good for the nation^ so they
nationalised them. And they did not pay fancy
prices for them. If we nationalised our railways
we should allow a lot of rich and greedy " patriots

"

(they are all patriots on the platform) to burden us
with so enormous a debt for worn-out rolling stock,

antediluvian railway stations, and "goodwill,"
that they would never pay. And our "patriots"
would invest the boodle in foreign countries and
then tell our unemployed that trade depression was
due to over-production, or sun-spots, or anything
but the real cause : their own greed and lack of
patriotism.

Germany, like ourselves, has an Agricultural
Problem. Notwithstanding the fact that 18,000,000
of her people are engaged in rural occupations,
there is a back-to-the-land movement, a break-up-
the-large-estates movement, a demand for Small
Holdings.

'

We have had a Small Holdings movement in this

country for a generation. Intelligent people of all

classes recognise the danger of depleting the

agricultural districts of their best blood and
destroying the agricultural industries. What have
our patriotic classes done to remedy the evil ?

Take the case of Small Holdings, leaving aside

the question whether Small Holdings are an effective

method of dealing with the problem. Both Liberals
6



and Tories profess to believe in them. What have
they done?

Nearly twenty years ago the Tories passed a
Small Holdings Act, and their fervid patriotism
and efficiency combined to produce one of the most
miserable failures on record.

After ten years' working it was discovered that
the enormous quantity of 569 acres of land had
been taken up under the Act. And this ridiculous
and preposterous result was belauded by true blue
Tories and agricultural reformers as satisfactory
evidence of "what could be done"!

Quite recently the Liberals have tried their hand
at restoring people to the land. They passed their

Act over twelve months ago, and applications for
holdings were received in 1908 from 23,000 persons.
How many of those 23,000 have got their hold-

ings ? About one thousand, and nearly all over the
country the cry has gone up that the Act is practi-

cally a dead letter.

Why is it a dead letter ? Simply because our
ruling classes do not mean it to act. They do not
want to cut up their estates. They object to the
common people contaminating their rural paradises.
They are afraid of creating a semi-independent
class whose existence might cause a drop in rents

and a shortage in labour in the factory industries.

In short, they are entirely selfish, entirely short-

sighted, and entirely e/;?patriotic.

Look at Germany. Germany has the same class

of stubborn, selfish, Conservative landed aristocrats

who object strenuously to the cutting up of their

large estates. But the German people want small
holdings, and they get them.

Prussia passed Small Holding Acts in 1890 and
1 89 1, and under those Acts the State had purchased,
up to 1905, 672,682 acres, of which 318,920 acres

had been allotted to 10,963 holders. Compare those
figures with the paltry results of our own Small
Holding Acts, and remember that in Germany
rural depopulation has not advanced nearly so far

proportionately as in this country. There are

nearly 3I million farms under five acres in Germany.
Our country will soon be a land of parks and
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large estates. What do the rich care for the nation ?

So long as they can draw huge profits from town
lands and industries, for investment abroad, the
settling of people on the land and the development
of agriculture may go hang. The "patriotism"
which merely shrieks for more "Dreadnoughts'* is

not patriotism at all. It is feeble-mindedness.
Almost wherever we look we find in our ruling

classes the same lack of ideas, the same lack of
grasp of the situation, the same ineptitude in deal-
ing with vital problems. Take education. Our
elementary system is a by-word and a reproach.

Our rulers know it. They know how efficient the
German system is, and that Germany's progress
is largely due to her fostering of the desire for
knowledge in the young, and to her splendid equip-
ment of schools and technical institutes. And what
do our rulers do?
Wrangle about religion, starve the children,

starve the schools, starve the teachers, and shout for
four more " Dreadnoughts "

!

At this very moment London cannot provide
school places for all its children. Not cannot, Will
not. Why not? Because London is ruled by a
crowd of save the pockets of the rich, starve the
children, and starve the schools "patriots," who
will call upon the electors to "Look at Germany,"
meaning Germany's Protective Tariff; not Ger-
many's State railways, not Germany's State
forests and farms, not Germany's State mines, not
Germany's State breweries, not Germany's muni-
cipal land, not Germany's efficient schools. No.
None of the German institutions which tend to the
elevation of the people are mentioned by our
patriots. Only the Tariff, the Tariff by which they
hope to increase rents and profits.

Germany's infantile mortality, as I have men-
tioned before, is enormous. She has only just

^egun to tackle the evil. But Germany takes care
of her children if they survive to school age. Do
we?

Think of our hundreds of thousands of child
workers, street hawkers, and newspaper sellers.

Think of our hundreds of thousands of under-fed
8



school childreiy with their defective eyesight and
hearing, theif^nose and throat diseases.

In most of the large towns of Germany
the scholars receive free medical care at the
hands of school teachers. Many towns have
established dental sutgeries, and engaged eye
and ear specialists. We—we publish Blue
Books. ^^^

Germany realises more and more the folly of
employing children at a too tender age. Our half-
timers are increasing. In 1903-4 we had 78,876
half-timers. In 1905-6 we had 82,328.
Out of 5,607,657 German industrial workers

inspected in 1905, only 10,245 were under 14 years
of age. In 1875 there were 88,000 out of 880,500.
Germany moves in the right direction. We whine
about foreign competition. We must have cheap
labour. Sweat the children. But is it patriotism?
Or wisdom ?

We are often told that our factory legislation is

a terrible handicap to our industries. But German
employers make the same complaint about their

factory laws. Here is a German working class
opinion of conditions in our country (quoted by
Mr. Dawson in " The Evolution of Modern
Germany"):

" Although the legal protection of the workers in

Germany still leaves much to be desired," reports

the deputation of Trade Union officials which
visited English industrial towns in 1906, " it appears
in general to be more advanced—excluding the

legal status of labour—than in England. The
contrivances for protecting machinery which we saw
in the metal goods and textile factories were
extremely defective; dressing and washing rooms
are also more numerous in Germany. In neither of
the three coal mines visited did arrangements for

washing exist at all. The workmen go home dirty,

so that the miners of the Rhenish Westphalian
colliery district, who both change their clothes and
take a bath after every shift, are at a great advan-
tage. In the blast furnaces and shipbuilding yards
the workmen were exposed to the full force of wind
and weather, where in Germany they would for the
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most part be under cover, or at least be protected
against rain.'*

Competent observers agree that the general
environment of German workshops and factories is

superior to our own. In air, light, sanitation, and
provision for the health and comfort of the v/ork-

people we are a long way behind. It may be true

that British workmen have an invincible repugnance
to washing themselves and changing their clothes
in the factory or mine. But this defect is mainly a
question of education and habit. If cleanliness

were taught in the schools, if bathing facilities were
provided in the homes of the people, if the advan-
tages of neatness and order were inculcated in early
life, our people would soon lead the nations in

health and efficiency. We could do it easily and
soon—if our rich patriots were men. It will,

perhaps, take longer to educate from the bottom
upwards, but it will have to be done.
Another instance of Germany's care for her

workers is her system of Old Age and Sickness and
Accident Insurance. We are following slowly in

her wake. We have had accident insurance for a
few years, we have no compulsory sickness scheme,
and we have only just begun with Old Age Pensions.
A further advantage possessed by the German

people is low rates. Why are the German's rates

less than half our own? Hush! Whisper it low,
or the patriots will hear ! The reason is

—

Municipal
Socialism.

Yes, if you want to know why the German town
worker, with his lower wages, lives under better

conditions than his British brother, you must look
at Municipal Socialisin in Germany, not at the tariff.

Do our Tariff Reformers ever mention it, except to

condemn it ?

"The first thing that strikes a British councillor
in a foreign city is the number and variety of the
functions with which, for the benefit of the citizens,

the public authority charges itself. The benevolent
anxiety about the possible losses risked by muni-
cipal trading is little felt abroad. Most town
councils not only supply water, gas, and electric

lighting and power, and make a good profit in relief
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of local expenditure, but also finance all the
hospitals, treatment of phthisis, and all the schools,
including colleges for advanced technical instruc-

tion. In most places the municipalities own and
work the tramways, with very low fares and very
high profits; they maintain fire stations, with the
most advanced apparatus; they have abattoirs
regulated by veterinary science for the slaughter of
animals for human food ; in such cities as Cologne,
Frankfort, and Mannheim they manage enormous
docks for the accommodation of fresh-water naviga-
tion; they maintain for the recreation of the citizens

museums, picture galleries, parks, playgrounds,
baths, bands of music, and even theatres." (Sir

John Gorst, in introduction to Doctor Lunn's
"Municipal Lessons from Southern Germany.")
And German municipalities own land, in large

quantities.

ihe striking fact about the extraordinary growth
of municipal ownership and management in Ger-
many is, that it is not due to the agitation of
Socialists particularly. It is an expression of the
common sense inherent in the German character.

The Municipal Councils are not dominated by the
v/orking classes. The Municipal Councils are

dominated by the rich.

The method of election in Germany is most un-
democratic. For instance, Dr. Lunn tells us that

in Aachen
130 electors elect one-third of the Council;
1,200 electors elect one-third;
8,000 electors elect one-third.

The electors are divided into these classes accord-
ing to their wealth, and the 130 rich elect as many
councillors as the 8,000 poor and the 1,200 middle
class.

What do you think would happen in the London
County Council under such a system ? The
"patriots " now in power would, if we had such a
method of election, close all the schools, the parks,
the libraries, the museums, and sell the trams to a
private company, with as much glee as they have
destroyed the steamboat service and starved the
children.
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W^ have had large towns and their problems for
a century or more. What have we done to solve
those problems ? Is it not shameful that, after a
hundred years of Liberal and Tory reform (!), a
German professor should be able to write of a
British town population in this strain :

" I received
a most unfavourable impression. The whole was
blackened with soot and very dirty, and, moreover,
on the day of my visit, which was a half-holiday,
the museum was full of a sort of people who,
happily y are unknown in German museums hec3,use

in our large towns so degenerate a race is not
foundy
The Museum was the Peel Park Museum at Sal-

ford, a typical filthy, slummy, sooty, God-forsaken
botch of a British town controlled and managed by
British capitalists and land-owners, whose
"patriotism and love of country'* is measured by
the vigour of their determination not to feed
starving children, not to abolish sweating, not to

provide employment for the unemployed, not to

destroy the slums. Look at Germany

!

Consider the differences between the conditions
of the people of German towns and British towns,
between German town government and British town
government.

" There is now a very marked contrast between
the physical conditions of the inhabitants of
London and all other large English towns, and
those of Berlin and all other large German towns.
The German towns contain a much larger propor-
tion of tall, well-developed men and women than
do the English tow^ns, and in no large German
towns is it possible to find such masses of under-
sized, ill-developed, and sickly-looking people as

are to be found in the poorer districts of London,
Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, and all other
large British towns.'' (T. C. Horsfall, "The
Example of Germany.")

" In Germany women in shabby and ragged
clothes are very rarely seen; men in shabby and
ragged clothes are seen occasionally; but such
collections of persons, badly washed and badly
clothed, as are to be seen daily in every part of the
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poorer districts in Manchester and all other large
English towns, are to be seen in no part of any
German town.

" Dirty and neglected dwellings are far less

common in Germany than in English towns." (T. C.
Horsfall.)

Why are we, the wealthier and older nation, so
far behind Germany in these things ?

Because the patriotism of our ruling classes

impels them not to educate the children, not to

build healthy towns, not to provide rational recrea-

tion, not to cultivate the physical and mental poten-
tialities of the people, but to starve education, to

build slums, to glorify the gin-palace, to use up the
muscle and brain forces of the people as quickly as
possible in the mad rush for wealth—wnich they
invest abroad.
LOOK AT GERMANY. Frankfort has a popu-

lation of 350,000. Frankfort owns 16^ square unites

of land. During the last dozen years Frankfort has
spent £10 millions in the- purchase of land.
Ten millions on municipal land ! Think of the

fury of Free Trade Lord Avebury or Tariff Reform
Lord Rothschild if it were proposed to expend
£\0 millions on the purchase of municipal land for

London ! The BURDEN of the rates ! The thin
end of the wedge of Socialism ! Bankruptcy

!

Spoliation ! Robbery ! Would not our patriots howl?
Yet London is the richest city in the world.

Frankfort is a second-rate city of Germany.
Germany,
The Frankfort Council buys land. The Frank-

fort Council Guilds new streets. The value of the
buildings erected in those streets rises. Who gets

the increased rent? Who would get it in London?
The private landowner. The patriot who waxes

fat at the ratepayers' expense and invests his wealth
abroad. In Frankfort the Council has power to

impose a special tax on those landowners whose pro-

perty is improved by public improvements.
This is common sense, and common justice. Our

patriots do not believe in it. Socialism ! Robbery !

Spoliation ! It is always the same. Where is the

jnoney to co7ne from? Who is to pay? Capital is

13



going abroad already because of the burden of the
rates, and the fear of Socialism.

Capital goes abroad because our rich have not the
honesty and the brains to spend it at home. Home

!

Country ! They have no home. They have no
country. Their home and country is where the
dividends can be made.
German town councils buy land, they look ahead,

they plan extensions, they pass strict building laws,
they lay out wide streets planted with trees, they
insist on plenty of parks and open spaces, they
municipalise all undertakings which have the
character of a monopoly, they super-tax the land-
owner, in some cases they take without paying for
it land required for streets, they forbid the erection
of slums, and by owning land they capture all the
"unearned increment " for the people. They wallow
in Municipal Socialism. They do love their country.

Is it any wonder that there are more tall, well-
developed men and women in German towns than
in ours ? Is it any wonder that there are few ragged,
undersized, sickly people in these pleasant, well-
governed cities ?

And the Moderate Party on the London County
Council sweep the constituencies on a cry of " Loss
of a farthing rate on the Municipal steamboats! *'

And the "patriots" will try to sweep the country
at the General Election on a cry of " Eight * Dread-
noughts ' ''

! Is it any wonder that our chief muni-
cipal industry is the building of lunatic asylums ?

We cannot keep our place amongst the nations by
building a few "Dreadnoughts.'' The strength
and standing of a nation canot be maintained for

long if one-third of the people are living in chronic
poverty, ill-fed, ill-housed, and ill-educated. The
real wealth of a nation is measured by the number
of healthy, efficient, patriotic citizens it supports.

With our wealth and productive power, our inven-
tion and ability, we could keep the whole popula-
tion at a higher standard than any other nation.

But there is no remedy for our troubles in merely
changing from Free Trade to Protection, or from
Protection to Free Trade. What we want is more
patriotism and less greed.



About 250,000 rich people are doing their best to

ruin Great Britain. These people take one-third of
the national income, mostly for doing nothing,
and they send nearly ;£^ioo millions a year for in-

vestment abroad. Meantime, the people perish for
lack of homes, and food, and education.
Then we are told to look at Germany. Meaning

Protection. But, as I have shown, the real reasons
for Germany's progress are to be found in her
care for the people, in her more equitable distribu-

tion of wealth, in her national and municipal
Socialism.
More "Dreadnoughts"! Why should we pay

for more "Dreadnoughts"? What is the use of
more "Dreadnoughts"? We might as well spend
the money on beer and music-halls. " Dread-
noughts " alone will be as effective for efficiency

and defence as Chinese stinkpots. What do our
rich patriots care? If they really admired German
methods they would imitate them. They would
unite to introduce legislation to restore people to the
land, to feed the children, to equip the schools and
colleges properly, to pay a living wage, to organise
employment, to build up a healthy and efficient

people. And they would get their hands down

—

into their own pockets.

But that is not their style. After years of agita-

tion by despised Socialists and other reformers
they are induced to pass an Act of Reform; Small
Holdings, Child Feeding, or Old Age Pensions.

But they never have the sense or the honour to insist

on the Acts being carried out. No. They and
their hangers-on go about by mean and sneaking
ways to dodge their responsibilities, and then we
have a farce like the recent Small Holdings Acts.

An incident occurred recently which illustrates

vividly the state of mind of our rich ruling
"patriots." Lord Rosebery started a fund to help
London horse cab-drivers who have been hard hit

by the advent of the motor-cab. The Duke of
Rutland sent ;^io to the fund and said: "I would
have sent more but for the death duties."

This miserable whine came from a man who '^ owns ^^

no square miles of ^^our" country, and draws rents
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and royalties therefrom which other people work for.

And he objects to the death duties ! He has the
meanness to curry sympathy from the cabmen
because he cannot "afford" more for their fund.
The poor devils who work in "his " mines and live

in his cottages could not afford to send anything to
the fund because they have to earn rent to give to
the Duke.
That is not the spirit that has made Germany

advance so rapidly. The 250,000 rich take :£^S85
millions a year. They give a few paltry millions
in "charity," they pile the bulk of the taxes on to
the shoulders of the middle and working classes,

then they whine about their "poverty." Is it not
sickening ?

When I hear the Right Honourable patriots ask-
ing for two schools to Germany's one, for two
healthy children to Germany's one, for two parks
to Germany's one, for two factories without women
and children to Germany's one, for two libraries

to Germany's one, for two Garden Cities to Ger-
many's one, then I shall begin to listen with respect

to their demand for two "Dreadnoughts" to Ger-
many's one. Such a demand alone is not a sign of
strength or patriotism. It is a sign of imbecility.

We want i^ioo jnillions spent on the things we
can see behind the German "Dreadnoughts." And
we want it spent soon. It will be little use our
having a few more ^* Dreadnoughts/' so long as be-

hind them there are—Britain's shameful slums, and
shameful starvation, and shameful sweating, and
shameful selfishness.

Every man who really loves his country and
knows the condition of its people knows that these

sores must be cured if Great Britain is to keep her
place amongst the nations. Germany is young,
Germany is thorough, Germany does. We tinker.

That is, our rich rulers tinker. How much longer
are we going to allow 250,000 people to steer a
nation 01 44 million to ruin and decay ?

The Utopia Press, Printers. Worship St., London, E C.
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These Pamphlets are intended to explain the need

for Socialism, to explain what Socialism is, to answer

objections to Socialism, and to suggest methods for

the attainment of Socialism.
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MERRIE ENGLAN
By ROBERT BLATCHFORD. A
Paper cover, 3d. ; by post 4^d. Clotht l/- j

** Merrie England ' • first appeared as a series of arti

in the Clarion in 1892-3. These articles, with some
revisions and additions, were afterwards produced in

volume form at a shilling. The book met with imme-
diate success, some 25yooo copies being sold.

In October, 1894, the Clarion published the same
book, uniform in size and type with the shilling edition, at

the low price of One Penny, As the book contained 206
pages, and was printQd by trade-union labour, and on
British-made paper, it' could only be produced at a loss.

This loss was borne b§f the proprietors of the Clarion.
The sale of the pfenny edition outran all expectations.

No one supposed that more than 100,000 would be called

for, but in a few months over 700,000 had been
without a penny being spent im advertisem^
face ofithe tremendous oppoi-itfon excited by
publications in those clays.

Later on an edition was published at 3d., and the

sale reached nearly a million copies.

An American edition is said to have sold equally well,

and the book -was translatt-d into Welsh, Dutch, German,
Scandinavian, Spaiiish, and other languages, on none of t

which editions, it may be remarked, did the author receive 1

any royalties.
^

The British edition has been out of print for some
]

years, and there has rec^tly been a growing demand fqa^^J
the book's re-issue. To this the author at length I'^^^^^IH
tantly acceded, and th^ present ^edition was announccd^^^
That the demand was real may be judged from the fact

J

that orders for 20,000 copies were placed before the date
^

of publication, and the new issue promises to sell as well

as the first threepenny edition.
]
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